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the result of the battle between hades and athena is the creation of a
powerful weapon known as the "god of war's eye". the battle between
hades and athena continues throughout the ages, and the weapons of
the gold saints can be used to attack hades' followers. however, the
power of the gold saints is eventually surpassed by the power of the
weapons, and hades is finally able to use his own swords to destroy
the gold saints' cloths. in the animated series, hades sees death as a
meaningless act. as such, he willingly engages in death matches with
the gold saints, a way to see if they are truly worthy of his power. and
because he views death as meaningless, hades will not hesitate to
use any method to kill or torture his foes. the attack of hades after his
defeat is referred to as the god of war's "journey to the true hades".
this is because hades, like most deities, is known for being the most
deadly warrior in the entire universe. during the jutsu, hades' attack
causes it to become a war between the old gods and the death gods.
the death gods are unable to withstand the attack and die, the old
gods are left as nothing but a pile of cinders. athena, like hades, was
able to survive the attack, and she uses her powers to revive the
dead old gods, turning them into demons. in the saint seiya animated
series, the dead gods allied with the god of war to try to destroy the
gold saints. however, their efforts were wasted as hades has already
sealed them away in a dimension called the "hell dimension ". the
anime series inspired two manga series, the first of which is saint
seiya omega, which took place immediately after the events of the
anime series. the second, omega saint seiya, takes place a year after
the events of saint seiya omega. while the original anime series takes
place in the 24th century, the manga series takes place in a parallel
universe. the only difference between the two series is that pegasus
and dragon do not make any appearances.
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hades is a very mysterious character, and while he is shown to be a
very cold and ruthless being, he also possesses a sweet and caring

side. as such, he has a softer side that often drives him to the brink of
tears. hades' most memorable moment would be when he was forced

to watch athena die, and had to watch her die as she slowly
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succumbed to her death. the death of his sister breaks him down and
causes him to lash out at the gods. hades himself is also an incredible
showman and often makes the audience feel as if they are watching a
play. he is also very outgoing and despite being a very powerful god,

he actually enjoys having fun and loves playing games. the battle
between the gold saints and the specter saints is incredibly intense

and forces athena to tap into her eighth sense. in order to do so, she
must risk her life by entering hades' underworld. hades is an

extremely powerful god of the underworld, able to even kill humans
by simply being near them. hades is the god of the underworld and

has the power to kill with just a glance. he is also incredibly powerful,
able to do things like destroy an entire planet just by speaking. hades'

power, however, comes at a great cost. hades is extremely sadistic
and sadistic to the extreme. hades is very powerful, able to do things
like destroy an entire universe just by speaking. this includes the gold
saints of hades, who act as hades' personal soldiers, as well as gemini
hades, a mere specter who was part of the invading army and who is
willing to commit heinous acts to please hades. as they see the gold

saints gathering, hades tells the gold saints to proceed to the
sanctuary. there they meet an old friend, shun asaki, the founder of
the sanctuary and one of the original gold saints. the sanctuary is a
peaceful nation, dedicated to worshipping athena. hades' attempt at

taking control of athena's sanctuary will succeed with the saints'
cooperation, so hades makes shun his second-in-command.
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